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I. INTRODUCTION

Problem

The values of art experience, and the need to

provide guidelines for their implementation in the

public school, make it increasingly important to pro-

vide information about ways the dimensions of art ex-

perience interact. The relationship between Art judg-

ment and Art Performance is the primary concern of this

pilot study.

The dimensions of art exporienco known as Art

Judgment and Art Performance, using the terms without

intentional reference to mechanical processes and the

like, also represent two major approaches to teaching

art. Research indicates tho two dimensions should bo

taught in different ways. Art Judgment appears based

on attitudes, values, and beliefs, and Art Performance

appears based on general acuity, as points of major

emphasis. The goals providing direction for art ex-

perionce arc obviously tho correct questions to ask.

Tho ways the two dimensions, and their several sub.

dimensions, relate within the student is tho concern

1



of this research.

To ask the question of relationship' between

these dimensions and related sub-dimensions, the

discrepancies in the students, response to tho two

dimensions, seemed useful information. The observ-

able magnitude of this discrepancy in practice made

this approach seem at least logical.

To gain a more thorough research into Art Per-

forunnce and Art judgment, several sub-dimensions of

each were examined. Within Art Performance, Experi-

mental Measures of Predicted Art Performance, Predic-

ted Art Performance of Peers, Self-Evaluated Art Per-

romance, and Evaluated Art Performance of Peers, worn

used. Within Art Judgment, experimental measures of

judgment of a "roforancon painting by students and

professional judges, and judgments by professional

judges on student art performan ce were used.

Solf.Evaluatcu Art Performaaco, and Evaluated

Art Performalce of Peers wore considered to be related

to both Art Performalco and Art Judgment. The discrep-

ancies b;dtween student prediction and evaluation tasks

were needed as reference measures for the =tire study.

To provide a broader base for the inquiry, all

experimental measures in the study wore examined with
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measures of Intelligence, Personality, and Creativity.

The problem, then was to examine as many re-

lationships as permissible within the limitations of

the study, using the mechanism of experimental dis-

crepancy scores between internal projectims of per-

f.ormaice prediction and evaluation characteristics.

The natural order of those discrepancies and, their re-

lationship with external phenomena were considered a

likely basis to gain information about Art Judgment

and Art Perfornance. Such information is considered

useful in the development of art experiences fors.pub-

lic schools.

Objectives

The following questions were asked:

Question 1. Is there significant relation-
ship between:Predicted Art Performance and
Self-Evaluated Art Pcrfimanco?
(A high correlation was expected. The study
will make use of the magnitude of difference

betweQn scores.)

Question 2. Is there significant relation-
ship between Predicted Art Performance and
Self-EValuated Art Performance Discrepancy
,11111 Judged Art Performance?



(Judged Art Performance indicates scores

by experienced judges using uniform scal-

ing devices and "gestalt" techniques.)

Question 3. Is there significant relation-

ship between Predicted Art Performance and

Self - Evaluate,' Art Perfavmance Discrepancy
and Predicted Art Porformalce of Peers:

Question 4. Is there significant relation-

ship between Predicted Art Performance and
Self-Evaluated Art-Porformance. Discrepancy

and Art Judgment?
(Student judgment of a "reference" painting.)

Question 5. Is there significant relation-
ship between Predicted Art Performance and
Judged Art Performance?

Question 6. Is there significant relatisn-
ship between Predicted Art Performance and
Predicted Art Performance of Peers?

Question 7,Is there significant relation-
ship between Self-Evaluated Art Performance
and Predicted Art Performance of Peers?

Question Is there significant mlation-
ship between Self-Evaluated Art Performance
and Judged Art Performance?

Question 9. Is there significant relation-
ship between Predicted Art Performance of
Pours and Judged Art Performance?

The following is a list of the 22 experimental

measures produced by Questions 1-9:

Experimental Self-Prediction and Evaluation Iicasuros
1. PrcdTctod Art Performance
2. Predicted Art Performance of Peers

3. Self-Evaluated Art Performance



Art Judmnt latudottinntof a nreforencntingh
. Bad -Good

5. Cool.Warm
6. Simple-Complox
7. Brutal-Tender
8. Boring-Intoresting
9. At rest-Moving

10. Subjectivo4Objective
11. Unbalanced-Balanced
12. Light-Heavy

Discrepancy
13. Discrepancy botwchm Predicted Art Per-

formance and Self-Evaluated Art Perform.
mice,

Art Performance (JudGcsLualuation of student art per.
Tga767).

W.-Tnteresting-Boring
15. Crude-Sophisticated
16. Literary-Visual
17. Use of Color
18. Usc of Pictorial Space
19. Usc of Line
20. Usc of Tonalities
21. Understanding of Page
22. Judges' projection of Student Art Ability

The event of those 22 experimental measures pro-

ducce Questions 10-22 below relative to measures of

Intelligunco, Personality, and Creativity.

Question 10. Is there significant relation-
ship betwotin any of the 22 oxperimontal meas.
uros and Laiguage Intelligence?

Qutdstion 11. Is there significant relatian.
ship between any of the 22 experimental meas-
ures and Non-Language Intelligance?

question 12. Is there significant relation-
ship betwet,n any of the 22 experimntal meas-
ures and the Personality Measure of Anxiety:



Question 13. Is there significant relation-
ship botwe.,n any of the. 22 experimental .771eas-
ums and the Personality Measuro of Self-Cln-
fidonce?

Question 14. Is there significant relation-
ship between aly of the 22 experimental meas-
ure's and the Personality Measure of Interest
in 9cfloctive Thinking?

Question 15. Is there significant relation-
ship between any of the 22 experimental meas-
ures and the Personality measure of Interest
in Divergent Thinking?

Question 16. Is there significant relation-
ship between any of the 22 experimental meas-
ures and tho Personality Measure of *Int.Jrest
in Convergent Thinking?

Question 17. Is there significant relation-
ship between my of the 22 experimental moas-
uros and the Personality Measure of Interest
in Logical Thinking?

Question 18. Is there significalt relation-
ship betwe.m any of the.22 experimental meas-
ures and the Personality Measure of Tolerance
of Ambiguity?

Question 19. Is there significant relatianm.
ship between any of the 22 experimental aims-
WOOS and the Creativity Measure of Alternate
Uses?

Question 20. Is there significant relation-
ship between any of the 22 experimental meas-
ures 7nd the Creativity Measure of Produc..

tion of Figural Effects?

Question 21. Is there significant relation-
ship between any of the 22 experimental meas-
ures and the Creativity Measure of Gestalt
Transformatims?



Question 22. Is there significant relation-
ship between any of the 22 experimental meas-
ures and the Creativity Measure of Simile
Interpretations?

Although only one discrepancy score was included

in the proposals sot of 22 questions there were four

experimental scores of discrepancy examined. They arc

as follows:

1. Between Predicted Art Performance and Pre-
dicted Art Performance of Peers?

2. Between Predicted Art Performance and Self-
evaluated Art Performance.

3. Between Self-Evaluated Art Performance and
Evaluated Art Performance of Poors.

L. Between Predicted Art Performance of Peers

and Evaluated Art Porformnico of Peers.

The relationship between the experimental measures

of discrepancy and all other measums in the study is stat-

ed as Question 23:

Question 23. Is. thore significalt relation-
ship between any of the four experimental
measures of discrepancy, the other 22 ex-
perimental measures, and measures of Intelli-
gence, Porsziality, and Creativity?

Another sub-objective was to examine the intra-re-

lationship between the 22 experimental moasui=os. This ap-

pears in III. Analysis of the Data, and is studied briefly

to provide bettor understanding of the study's conclusions.
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Related Rosoarch

The author does not know of other studios di-

roctly concerned with using discrepancies for anchnl-

variables. Rtaatod roscarch has primarily focused on

measures of Art Porformanco and Art Judgment, and their

relationship tO measures of Intelligence, POrsonality's

and Creativity.

Gotzcls and Jackson (I:75-77) suggest that high

Intellicenco and high Creativity may both yield high

achiovomont scoros.

Mace (2:64) suggests a relationship botwocn

high Non-Verbal Intollig1ncc and need to pursue ideas

visually.

It is usually thought the fact ors which influ-

once judgment about Art may be attitudes, values, and

beliofs. Training in art judgmont, through approcia.

tin course's and the like, usually make use of an in-

tolligont, rather than attitudinal, baso. Convorsoly,

training in art porformarm is usually gainod through

realization of attitudes, values, and beliefs.
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Burkhart (3:9) indicates that personality prlc-

css factors partially dotormino typos of art porform.

mice. Persons of divorgont capability yield what aro

judged to be spontaneous art performances.

Bc,ittol (4:4) found scores on the polar /ud7-

goo6-bad correlated high (.81) with the polar

judgment interesting - boring on the samo work-of-art.

Process strategics structured by Bcittel (5)

Burkhart (6:24-32), and Bornholm (7), probably offer

the most useful information for art education. This

is partly due to the lack of consensus on aesthetic

quality. Process evaluations minimize the issue of

aesthetic quality; however, they can be productive of

useful information for public school art needs. The

aesthetic quality of process, considorod as superior

in purpose to ak,sthetic product quality, remains a

favorite In developing bettor ways to teach art, al-

though limited descriptions of process quality still

exist.

Burkhartts (8:4) Divorcont Stratogy revealed

four typc,s of process control, 1) surface control, 2)

simplo element construction, 3) variation of elements,
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and 4) progrossivo control. Burkhart's (8:4) Spontan-

oous Stratogy indicatod four typos of urocoss control,

1) quick motion, 2) modia avorlayment, 3) flowing largo

movomonts, and 4) erratic, wandering fine linos.

Discrepancies botwoon self-prodiction and solf-

ovaluation are cansidcrod useful for the production of

now information about the nature of aesthotic procoss

quality. Such information would bo useful in the im-

plementation of art process involvomonts, which aro

most desirable in public schools.

Harvey (9:20-25) indicates when groups were sort-

cd high and low by Languago I.Q., the high ,:group had a

significantly hirhor moan scoro on the Creativity moas-

uro of Elaboration (t= 3.667), aid also a hiior moan

score on the oxporimontal Art Porformanco Moasuro of

Form. The variability of focus by the Iudgos on the

oxporimental Moasuro of Form may have skowod that ro-

suit. Bontly (10:112) sur-,,sts that Languago I.Q. may

be separate from Creativity. Michael (11:103) indicates

that intrinsic croativoncss relates to aesthetic qual-

ity, while creativity influenced by external sources

does not.
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Bontly (10:114) noted that scores from a test

of crGativo thinking correlated sicnificantly with a

porsonality measure of divergont thinking. The anon-

tivc thinking and divergent thinking tasks wore so-

montically badod.

Burns (12:129) noted that active design pro-

ductions secmo0 to suggest active attitudes, or ac-

tive personalities.

Lindorman (13) indicatos that subjects with

similar porsanality characteristics respond similarly

to works-of-art.

This research does not primarily intend to ques-

tion oxisting knowledgo about relationships bctwoon Art

Performance,' Art Judgment, Intelligenco, Personality,

and Croativity. It merely socks another approach into

how to ask questions for future research. The research,

in it's conclusions, if not in itis design, is a con-

scrvativo ono. The numbor and magnitude of the process

mixes in art must be sortod out and re-thought over timo

relativo to local goals.



II. PROCEDURE

Population and Testing Sequence

It was reported in error in the proposal of

this rcsoarch that measures 1 Intolligcnco, Person.

ality, and Creativity wore part of the Office of Edu-

cation Contract No. F156. That research did not

pose to include the Ninth - .Grade at University School,

Kent State University, Kent, Ohio. It was therefore

nocossary to test tho Ninth-Grade population on those

measures, in addition to the experimental measures in

the study.

Testing was completed on the Ninth-Grade (N =alao)

in the following order:

1) Experimental Measures, 11/24/65
2) Intolligcnco, 1/13/66
3) Creativity,-1/17/66
4) Personality, 1/17/66

The Ninth -Grade population (Nrim), at Univer-

sity School, Kent State University , Kent, Ohio was

tested on all measures in the study within a 60 day

poriod under good conditions.

12
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Experimntal Masures

Measures of Predicted Art Performance, Predict-

ed Art Performance of Peers, Art Performance, Self-Eval-

uated Art Performance, Evaluated Art Performance of Peers,

and Art Judgment, wore gained through tho use of an ex-
.

perimental booklet summarized in Appeiadix A.

Uniformly throuj.h the experimental booklet, rank

choices of ten positions wore used an all measures. Ten

positions woro considered enough to onoblo choice and al-

so permitted likeness to tho public school scale for

student self-evaluation tasks.

Discrepancy scores were obtained by the magni-

tude of difference between raw scores carried on separ-

ate par,es of the booklet.

Professional judgments of the "reference" paint-

inr! were rained through tho use of the criteria in Ap-

pendix B. With the exclusion of the scale - item Good-

Bad, it was the same suale used by the students to judre

the "reference" painting, to obtain Art Judgment scores.

The professional judge team was used twice, to

evaluate student art performance and to judge the "ref-

erence" paintinG. Each judge, judged independently of
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the othors,

To facilitato the Art Porformanco Task, the

students bore assembled with ample drawing area, and

were providod 18"x24" promium drawing papor and sop-

arato boxes of oil crayins. Tho stimulus for the

task was also verbalized to tho group as it appears

in Appendix A. The time all of 30 minutos was

considered amplo after the results had boon viewed.

To facilitato Art Judgment, the largo "reference"

painting; was circulated in view of the studonts during

a period Df eight minutes,

The critorian appoaring in Appondix B was usod

by tho students to judge the "roforonco" painting. Al-

thourt the itoms appear as polar concepts, this was

clone to facilitate response. For oxamplo Cool

"nwould be interprodted to moan the most .cool, a i C-Jol

the least cool, or warm.

The other criterion appearing in Appendix B was

used by the judge-toam to evaluate stuclont art perform-

ance. Again, pOlar concepts worn usod at times for

clarity.

Definitions of terms appear in Appendix C.
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Intollicanco Moasuros

Measures of Lalguago and Non-Languar,o I.Q. woro

obtaincd through the use of the Lorgo-Thorndiko Intern-

r.anco Test.

Creativity Moasuros

Measures of Creativity wore gainod throur h the

use of the following four tests: 1) Gestalt Transfor-

mations, 2) Similo Interpretations, 3) Altornato Usbs,

and L) Production of Figural Effects. The four tests.

camo from roscarch by Guilf^rd and Morriftold,

Gestalt Transforwtions yields a score rosem-

bling Closure, Alternate Uses yields a score rcsomblinb

Orir;inality, Similc Interpretations was used bocausc

it relate to the Art Performance stimulus, and.Pro.

duction of Firliral Effects was used for it's loss so-

mantic nature. Sample items of the four tests and their

doscrdptions appear in Appendix D.
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Pops onality Moasuros

Following aro the sovon measures of Pors on.-

ality.usod in the study. Sampb items and doscrip.

tions appear in Appendix D.

1. Anxiety
2. Self Confidanco
3. Intorost in Rofloctivo Thinking
4. Into in Divergent Thinkin7,
5. Intorost in Convorgont Thinking
6. Interest in Logical Thinking
7. Tolorance of Ambiguity



III. ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

Statistical Procedures

The correlation of all data employed tho

Pearson Product-Moment Coofficient, and analysis-of-

variance techniques. Frequency distributions worn

run as required to dotormino linearity among corre-

lations. When it was' clnsidorodnocossary for cope

analysis, Eta, Phi, and Bisorial statistics were also

used.

Usinc 38 as the number of variables in the

study, tae ficures .2732 and .3541 wore computed as

the levels of significanco, 5% and i respectively.

The Pearson "r" is a conservative estimate badod on

linear correlation.

Results

Answers to Question 1-23 from pacos 3 -7 arc

summarized below for brevity.

Question 1.
Question 2.
Question 3.
Question 4.
Question 5.
Question 6.
Question 7.
Question 8.
Question 9.
Quostim10.
Qmstion11.

Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
Question

17

Question 12. No
Question 13. No
Question 14. No
Quostian 15. Yes
Question 16. No
Question 17. No
Question 18. No
Question 19. No
Question 20. Yes
Question 21. No
Question 22. No

23. No
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The primary yield of the roeoarch, gainod

through the pattern of aatoOrs to Questions 1-23,

aro considered holey in tabled form to indicato

major dimonsions in tho study showing rolationship,

Solf-Moasuros

Poraonality

Croativity

Discrepancios

to
43
o
it: 0 43

°
CO

40 $s0 0gt 44

ti a° tag+1 0

00) \

11:lIl
)x

c

(')Significant Positive Relationship
(-)Significant

Negative Relationship
X

Relationship Approaohing
Significance



Measures phowing rolatimship woro plotted

rTaphically to dctormino the necessity of more ap-

propriato statistics. In the following analysis,

unless othorwiso mentioned, scattor-grams indicat.

od the appropriatness or the statistic omployed.

As montionoi proviously, Phi, Eta, cnn Bisorial

statistics wloro used in cortain cases whoro scatter-

grams indicatod non-linear rolatianship between the

sots of data.

Analysis of Measures Showing Rolationship

Solf-Mbasuros and Jud od. Student Art Performanco

Comploto correlations~ appear an page 51 of

Appendix E. This analysis should be proceeded by

the informatian that Predicted Art Porformanco and

Self-Evaluated Art Porformanco wore highly related

(.381), as oxpoctod.

Tho data indicato a significant rolation.

ship (.283) between student's evaluation of their

own art porformanco and tho judges' projoction of

tho student's art ability basod la tho studont art

work. Since ProPictod Art Porformanco any' SeIf-Eval-
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uaed Art Performance are highly correlated (.381),

it is understandable that student's prediction of

their art performance would relate highly (.267)

with the judge's projection of the student's art

ability based on the student art work, The data

indicate students and judges agreed on predict-

ed and projected art ability.

Student's self-evaluation of their own art

performance is significtintly related (.328) to the

judge's evaluation of the student art work on the

Measure of Color. When the Phi statistic was used

to remove effects of extreme cases, the coefficient

was reduced to. .180. This result may indicate the

Measure of Color was particularly clear to the judg-

es and, when the students evaluated their own per-

formance, their criteria largely embraced color. The

Measure of Crude-Sophisticated was also a useful fac.

for in the student's evaluatibn of their own wokk4.

although there was not a significant relatianshilp

(.260). The Phi statistic produced a coefficient of

.120. The measure of CrudeSophisticated was also a

category the judges interpreted relatively clearly.

There was an extremely high relationship (.740) between
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tho Moasuros of Crudo-Sophisticatod and Color (pare

61), which inaicates the measures may not havo been

soparato in the judging procoss.

Personality and ludapd Student Art Porformance

Comploto correlation between these two major

dimensions appear on pago 52 of Appendix E.

The data indicato the Porsonality Measure of

Intorost in Divorgent Thinking is relatod to Art

Performance. This Personality Measure shows sig-

nificant positive relationship with Judge Studont

Art Porformanco Measures of Pictorial Spaco (.345),

Understanding of Page (.331), and Boring-Interesting

(.306).

The student's intorost in thinking divorgently

was a function of somantically-based tasks. Tho

ability to dovolop Pictorial Space in d drawing

(see definition in Appendix C) is usually thought

of as a visual ability. The high, significant ro-

lationship may indicate the dovolopmant of Pictorial

Space: has more to do with interest in divorgoncy.

Tho relationship botwoon Intorost in Divergent

Thinking and student's Undorstanding of Page is loss
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easy to explain. It would soom that ability to

articulate an idea visually, from oithor external

or omorgont oririn, would more nearly roquiro in-

.torost in convorcont thinking. It may bo that tho

divorcent personality also has canvorcant power.

Tho moasuro of Intorost in Converront Thinking

shows a norativo relationship (-.127) with tho

Moasuro Undorstandinc of Page. Tho data seem to

sucr:ost the divergent porsonality can c:_ivorgo, as

requirod in an art porfarmanco. The itoms measuring

Interest in Divergent Thinking appear to have more

aosthotic roforonco, of the kind referred to in Un-

dorstandinr: of Page, than do the items measuring In-

toro st in ConvorFont Thinking.

Tho data do not indicate relationship botwoon In-

torost in Divergent Thinking and the Creativity Measuro

of Gestalt Transformations (Closure), howovor.

It may simply be the divergent thinking studonts

wore advaltagod in the vorbally- tnotivatod art porform-

anco task, onourh to motivate thorn to the end of

handling their ideas within the visual limitations

roforrod to in the concept, Understanding of Page

(Soo definition in Appendix C),
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Intorost in Divorgont Thinking did not simlfi-

cantly rolate to the judgost projection of Student

Art Ability. Thom was a tendoncy to !taint° (.177)

and, thoroforo studont's intorost in thinking di-

vercontly does have partially to do with projected

ability in art.

Tho data shows significant corrolation (.306)

between Intorost in tdvorgont Thinkilg and the Art

Porformanco Measure of Bnring-Interosting. Tho diver-

r;ant personality does develop intorosting art work,

and has a process advantago whop the art porformance

is verbally motivator?.

Croativi and Judrod Student Art Performance

Comploto correlations between those two major

dimensions appear on page 53 of ApponOix E.

Part scores on Creativity aro discussod fr in.

terost. Major conclusions aro based on total scores.

Tho data indicato relationship botwoon Moasuros

of Creativity and Judgod Student Art Performance. Gos-

talt Transformatill3Part 1 is significantly related

(.282) to tho Art Porformance Measure of Pictorial

Spaco. Use of the Phi Statistic reduced the npmbor to

(.160x. Gestalt Transformation is a moasuro of con-



vorcont production of semantic transformations, or

Closure. Student ability to transfwm semantic ideas

into production via the Measure of Pictorial Space is

the relationship in question. This does not socm par..

titularly notoworth$ when using tho more conservative

Phi statistic. The Creativity Measure of Gestalt Trems-

formations does not relate (.O17) to tho Porsinality

Measure of Interest in Divergent Thinking. Tho terms

of relationship between divergent personality and

Creativity nooc further oxploratiln.

There is a tandoncy far Gestalt Transformations

Part 1 to relate to Tonalities (.265), and Under-

standing of Pape (.267). The Phi statistic reduced

those numbers to .180 and .080 respectively.

The Creativity implied in the handling of Pic-

torial Space is also semantically- based. Divergency,

being as personality measure, would seem basic to

both. Divorroncy, only relates to Pictorial Space,

however. Pictorial Space ability is semantically ro.

latod to the ability to elnvergo on semantic trans-

formations (Gestalt Transformations). A porspn able

to handle Pictorial Space could bo able to diva go
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and also to converge on the verbal-motivation. Again,

like Interest in Divergent Thinking, the data shows

a positive relationship (.261) between Gestalt Trans-

formations Part 1 and the Art Performance Measure of

Boring-Interesting. In other words, there is an insig-

nificant relationship implied between the Measure of

Gestalt Transformations (Closure) and qualitatively

interesting Art Performance.

The Art Judgment of the students, gained through

the Measure of Boring-Interesting on the "reference"

painting also showed no significant relationship (-9048)

with Interest in Divergent Thinking, or Gestalt Trans-

formations (-.260) . In both cases, a negative re-

lationship exists which approaches significance in the

case of Gestalt Transformations.

The highest tendencies to significant rela-

tionship are generally between Gestalt Transforma-

tions Part 1 and Judged Student Art Performance Meas-

ures. The Measure of Production of Figural Effects,

tends to relate to Color, Pictorial Space, and Under-

standing of Page.

Mean ratings of Judged Student Art Performance
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appear on pago S9 of Appendix F. Appondix H shows

photographs of Student Art Performance judged high,

average, and low, for furthor reference.

Personality and Student Art Judannt

Complete corrblations botwocn those major dimen-

sions appear an page 54 of Appendix E.

The only relationship indicated between those

two dimensions is the Personality Moasuro of Interest

in Divergent Thinking and the Student Art Judgment

Measure of Brutal- Tondor. This relationship approach-

es significance (.272), Using the Phi statistic, this

number reduced to .240.

Students who scored high on Interest in Divergent

Thinking judged the "reforance" painting as more Tender.

Interest in Divorsont Thinking appears to have association

with the judges evaluation of the "roforanco" painting

as more Tender. Considoring the judges rosponso, the

intorpretation could be made that the divergent per-

sonality has moro capacity for aosthotic approciation.

Thoro wore no significant relationships botwoon

the Art Judgment itom Brutal - Tender and 1) Language
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IA. (.014), 2) Non Language I.Q. (.028), 31-7any:p.f.-

the creativity measures, :di 10 any of the measures

of Judged Student Art Performance. There were also

no significant relationships between Interest in Di-
vergent Thinking and Language I.Q. (.069), and Non-

Language I.Q. (.068), to provide further understand-

ing of this sectim. Although not of major interest
in the study, Language I.Q. shows significant re-

lationship (.295) with the single Personality Meas-

ure, TIlerance of Ambiguity.

R should be mentioned at this point that there
wore no statistically significant mean differences
between the students I and judges! judgments of the

"reference" painting.

The mean ratings of the "reference" painting

appear on page 59 of Appendix P. The chart does show

majority of judgment directions were the same,

but varied in intensity, or decisiveness. The .pro-
fessional judges were more extreme in their judg-

ments and were therefore more decisive.
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Creativity and Student Art Judgment

Complete correlation between those two major'

dimensions appear on pago 55 of Appondix E.

Part scoros on Croativity are discussed for

interest. Major conclusions aro based on total scores.

Thoro aro significant negative correlations 130-

twoon tho Student Art Judgment Moasuro of Subjoctivo-

Objective concerning tho "roforonco" painting, and

the Croativity Moasuros f Alternato Uses Part 1 (-4,274),

Production of Figural Effects Part 2 (- .381), Part 1

(- .296), and the total score 31 the test of Production

of Figural Efforts,.(- .360).

The Moan Ratings Chart on pago 59 of Appendix

F indicates tho man judgment on the nroferenco"

painting to be the same fas both tho professional

judges and the students. As the figure indicates,

this "Mean" judgment is only slightly in the direction

of Objective, which indicatos , in all probability, that

neither the professional judges, nor the students, found

the item particularly doscriptivo.

Both measuros of Creativity, Alternato Uses

Part 1, and Production of Figural Effocts, yield

1
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scoros of divergent production. Production of Fig-

ural Effects yields diverfpnt production of figural

implications. Altornato Uses yields divorgant pro-

duction of somnitic classes.

The high inverse relationships indicated b7 the

data probably should be intorpretee to moan that tho

concept Subjective is positively related to the ca-

pacity for divergent productions. The divergent pro-

ducor of semantic and figural outcomes sees the "rof-

()ranee
It painting more as Subjective than Objective.

Other relationships of interest arc between

the Creativity Measures of Gestalt Transformations

Total anr' the Lrt Judzmont Measures of Bad-Good

(1,236), and Boringaanteresting (-.260), and Pro-

auction of Figural Effects Total and Bad-Good (-.262)

and Borin;-Interesting (-.225). None are signifi.

cant relationships. The data indicates a tendency

to negative relationship. Since these "Gestalt" hrt

Judipent Measures are reasonably tried through earl-

ier research and significantly relate to each other

in this research (.606), tho data is generally inter-

prated to moan an almost inverse relationship exists

between production on Creativity tests and judments

on the "reference" painting as Bad and Baring.
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Discrepancies and Other Major Dimensions

Cpmplete correlations appear on pages 561 57,

and 58 of Appendix E.

The single, moat interesting producer of near

significant relationships is Discrepancy 3 (page 7),

between Self-Evaluated Art Performance and Evaluated

Art Performance of Peers.

There are negative relationships, approaching

significance between Discrepancy 3 and the Art Jueig-

ment Measures of Cool-Warm (-.238), and Boring-Inter-

esting (-6.216). Discrepancy 3 is a numerical function

of Self-Evaluated Art Performance and Evaluated Art

Performance of Peers. The data indicates a negative

significant relationship between the single measure of

Self-Evaluated Art Performance and the Art Judgment

Measures of Cool-Warm ( -.309) and near significant on

Boring-Interesting (-.231). The single measure of Eval-

uated Art Performance of Peers does not relate to Cool-

Warm (-.092), or Boring-Interesting (- .018). The "dis-

crepancy" as such, is no more useful than the single

Measure of Self-Evaluation, only understandable in terms

of it's parts. Certainly, though, the significant, neg-

ative relationship ( -.309) between Self-Evaluated Art
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Performance and the Art Judgment Measure of CoolmWarm

is noteworthy. Students with better opinions of their

own work, see the "reference" painting as more Cool.

Student self-evaluitians were based on personally

gained criteria, if indeed, there were criteria at all.

This phenomenon is interpreted to mean the students did

noltorganize criteria for evaluating their art perform-

ance; especially not of the type they were required to

use in the Art Judgment Task.

Self-Evaluated Art Performance does not related

to any of the measures of Personality or Creativity.

There is an insignificant relationship indicatad-with

Non-Language IA, (.189). This may mean, in the ab-

sence of clear evaluative criteria, students tended

to rely on quantitative evaluation such as measured by

Non-Language I.Q.

The Art Judgment Measures of Cool-Warm and Bor-

ing- Interesting significantly relateilto each other

(.351). It serves to demonstrate the Art Judgment meas-

ures were not independent enough to minimize the ef-

fects of "transfer" of judgment, particularly between

the polar-sets, Cool -Warm, and Boring-Interespmg.It
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is interesting that the "Gestalt" Art Judgment Measure

Boring-Interesting, significantly relates to the par-

tially descriptive Measure of Cool-Warm. Therefore,

students who thought the "reference" painting was Bor-

ing, also thought it was more Cool.

The data indicate on page 56 of Appendixl a neg-

ative relationship, approaching significance (-.239)

between Discrepancy 3 and the Personality Measure of

Anxiety. Students who rate themselves higher than

their peers, appear less anxious. There is a bog-

ii,G , insignificant relationship (.211) indicated

between Discrepancy 3 and the Personality. Measure

of Logical Thinking. This may indicate the cri-

teria the StWitan *AA lictelA for colf-evaluation and

evaluation of peer art perform ace, which is un-

known, was not particularly useful or appropriate,

but was perhaps somewhat logical.

The data suggest a tendency to positive re-

lationship between Discrepancy 3, and the Judged

Student Art Performance Measures of Crude-Sophis-

ticated (.224), Color (.236), Tonalities (220),
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Projected Art Ability (.209), and BoringInterest-

ing (.203). Students who judged their own work

higher produced more sophisticated, colorful, tonal,

and interesting art work, and were considered to

have more ability at art. Since the Intra-relation-

ship of these art performance criteria are quite

high, as seen in Appendix G, it is reasonable to

assume they were not useful as separate criteria. It

may mean further, that student self-evaluations

made use of generaliged criteria similar to that ac-

tually used in the Judged Art Performancd of student

art work.

The Eta statistic was computed between Discrep-

ancy 2 and the Art Judgment Measure of Cool-Warm (460)

and between Discrepancy 3 and the Art Judgment Measure

of Boring-Interesting (-.450), indicating signifi-

cant

Boring. Students who

their work higher than their peers, considered the

"reference" painting as m6i4t$

,3,42

predicted their work higher than they evaluated it,

tiptc.7 ,

judged the "reference" painting as Warm.

The relationship between the Art Judgment Meas-

ure of Boring-Interesting and the discrepancy between

Predicted Art Performance and Predicted Art Perform-Ince

of Peers (Discrepancy 1) was re-computed using the more



conservative Phi coefficient. It produced a signif-

icant relationship (-.280). The data indicate then,

that when students predicted their own apt 'cork high-

er than their peers, they judged the "-reference"

painting as Boring.

Judged Student Art Performance Intra-Relationships

A particularly interesting result is the ex-

tremely high positive correlation (.774) between the

Judged Art Performance Measures of Boring-Interesting

and Projected Art Ability. The data indicate pos-

itive relationship (Appendix G) between Projected Art

Ability and all other Art Performance measures, ex-

cept Literary-Visual. Literary-Visual was a confus-

ing item and not considered productive for this study.

Perhaps the determination of Projected Student Ark

Ability was based on accumulated descriptive art per-

formance judgments. Perhaps, the data indicate that

Boring-Interesting is a major consideration in the

projectit Student Art Ability. Or perhaps more

important, it points to the usefulness of separate



criteria for descriptive rather than evaluative pur-

poses. Descriptive criteria maybe most useful in

process-oriented conditions where it is given that

self-evaluation is the goals



IV. SUMMARY

Conclusions

Within the admitted limitations of the study,

Ninth-Grade students predict their Art Performance in

agreement with judgets projections of Student Art Abil-

ity based on their work. The prodiction of Student

Art Ability by the judges arroc.s with stuecnt Self-Pre-

diction.

There arc indications that'studant self-eval-

uations of rt Pellifnl,m^)1^^ (conoralizee "-,cstalt"self.

evaluations) relate to judges estimates of student art

performance on measures that aro descriptye in nature.

The study also indicates the "gestalt" manner of

judGinc student art performance is as reliable as separ-

ate descriptive criteria. The question to bo asked, of

course, still relates to the intention of evaluating

student art performance. Separate, descripitve, cri-

teria are the most useful When the intention of the eval-

uation is to guide student art progress. Overall,

"gestalt" evaluations are apparently accurate, but not

informative for teachers of art.
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The Personality Measure of Intorest in Divergant

Thinking is related to certain categories of Art Por-

formance and Art Judgment. Ninth-Grade students with:

higher intorost in thinking divergently are bettor

able to dovelop space in their drawings, are bettor at

understanding and solving the limitations imposcd by

the sizo and shape of the drawing paper they arc riven,

and their art-work is more intoresting. Students with

high interest in thinking divorgontly, tended to Aldo)

the nreforoncon painting as moro Tender. Students with

low interest in thinking divergently, tended to judge

the "..peforenco" painting as mom Brutal.

Tho Ninth-Grade studont interested in thinking di-

vergently appears bettor able to converge on an art

task, than is his poor, who is more intorostod in think-

ing convergontly.

Scores on the Creativity measures used in the

study no not convincingly relate to Ninth-Grade Art

Porformanco. The sinrle exception is bdtwoon the Cro-
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ativity Measure Production of Figural Effects and

certain masuros of Art Performance, notably Color,

Pictorial Space, and Understanding of Pago. A caug

tious interpmtation of the data is that Croativity

scoros arising from tasks primarily semantic, such

as were used in the study, do not accurately prodict

Art Performance. Othor factors may have influenced

the results, particularly, the inhoront woaknossos

in the criterion for judging Student Art Performance.

Retesting under bdttor conditions with better instru-

ments may reveal rolatimships between semantic meas-

uros of Creativity ane certain categories of Art Per-

formance.

The results should be tempered with tho caution

that Interest in Divergent Thinking does not rolate4'

to any of the Creativity measures.

The study indicates that professional and. Ninth-

Grade students' judgmonts concerning tho "roforenco"

painting wore alike in direction. Tho professional.
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judges were only more decisive. the differences in

the mean judgments of the two groups were snot sta-

tistically significant.

Se'Veral measures of Creativity show significant,

nggative, relationship with the single Art Judgment

Measure of Subjective-Objective. The inverseness of

this relationship, and other relationships in this

section, suggest that Ninth-Grade students scoring

higher on Creativity rate the "reference" painting

as Subjective.

It was hypothesized that discrepancies between

internal projections of prediction and evaluation

may provide leads into the natural order of relation-

ship between Art Judgment and Art Performance. The

discrepancy between Self-Evaluated Art Performance

of Peers seems the most useful discrepancy produced

by the study. There are weak tendencies for this

discrepancy to relate to cdrtain measures of Art

Performance and Personality. Perhaps, more sophisti-

cated means of evaluating Art Performance and retiv:-vl'
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trieving discrepancy scores would 'lake the relation-

ship more crear. The data merely suggest that the

difference between how Ninth-Grade students evaluate

themselftes and their peers tends to relate to certain

aspects of Art Performance and Personality.

When more appropriate statistics were used, there

was a significant relatioaship between the discrep-

al cy in how Ninth-Grade students evaluate their Art

Performance compared with their peers, and the Art

Judgment Nieasure of Boring-Interesting. A significant

negative relationship exists between how Ninth-Grade

students predict their Art Performance compared to

their peers, and the Art Judgment Measure of Boring-

Interesting. To summarize, students predicting their

Art Performance higher than their peers tended to oval-

uatt: the "reference" painting as Boring. Students

evaluating their work higher than their peers also
evaluated the "reference" painting as Boising.

The study also reveals a significant relation-
ship between the discrepancy in how Ninth-Grade stu-

1



dents predict and evaluate their own art performance

and the Art Judgment Measure of Cool-Warm. If they

predicted their art performance highet than they ev-

aluated it, they evaluated thDttreference" painting

as more Warm.

Certain aspects of Art Judgment appear predict-

able through the use of discrepancy techniques. Dis-

crepancies and Art Performance appear less related by

this study. Certainly, both dimensions of Art Perform-

ance and Art Judgment warrant further study than is

provided by this pilot study using the experimental

mechanism of discrepancy scores.

Implications and Suggestions for Further Resoarch

The design of the study is limited. As a pi-

lot study, also conservative in analysis, it has in-

dicated promise in the use of discrepancy techniques

to predict student disposition in the dimensions of

Art Performance and Judgment. The natural order of

relationship between these di pensions has not been

gained by the study, but this is considered the fault



of the design rather than the idea.
The author would not wish to take predictions

on the basis of this pilot study. Further research,

developing ways of examining the va-Aability of rela-

tionship between Art Judgment and Performance is very

much flooded. Further work with discrepancy techniques

seems particularly appropriate.
Greater sophistication is also needed in the

measurement of Art Judgment and Art Performance.

Purely non-discursive ways of examining the

production. and assessment of Art could perhaps be in-

dicated by further research with impersonal mecha-

nisms like discrepancy.
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Appendix A

Following are summaries of the pages in the
experimental booklet used to gain scores on the
experimental measures in this research.

Page 1 Instructions and title page.
Page 2 Self-Predicted Art PorforlJanco.

Rank from 1-10, based on how well
tho student thought he would por -
form with knowledge of the stimu-
lus.

Page 3 Predicted Art-Performanco of Peers.
Rank from 1-10, based on how well
tho student thought his pours would
porform with rcspoct to the same
stimulus.

Page L Instructions for 30 minute Art Par-
formanco. The written and verbal
stimulus was, "With electric sky
threatening, their thoughts turned
inward, to the warmth of days gono
by".

Page 5 Solf-7!valuated Art Porformance.Rank
from 1-10, badod on how well the
stadant thought ho performed.

Page 6 Evaluated Art Performance of Peers.
Rank from 1-10, based on how woll
the studont thought his pocrs per-
formcd.

Page 7 Art Judgment. Students wore asked
to judge the "roforanco" painting
from 1-10, good-bad continuum.

Page 8 Art Judgment. Soo Appondix B.
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Appondix B

Tho following criteria woro used by"the pro-
fessional judges to judge the "reference" painting.
Thoy wore to rank from 1-10 on each of the follow-
ing itcriis, expressed as polarities for clarity.

1) Cool-Warm
2) Simplo-Complox
3) Brutal-Tender
4) Boring - Intoro sting
5) At rest4ioving
A) Rilhjn^t4v^-Obet,jivo
7) Unbalanced-Balanced
8) 'Light -Hoavy

These are the same items used by the students
to judge the "reforonce" painting, with tho single
exception that the studonts wore also to judge on the
basis of Bad-Good (See Appendix A) rofforonce to Page
7 of tho experimental booklet).

The following criteria wore used by the pro-
fessional judges to 'judge Student Art Perfrmt.nce..
They wore to rank from 1-10 on each of the follow-
ing items, 3 of which are expressed as polarities
for clarity while testing, and 6 of which are :!4
straight rank items. As the analysis indicates, the
item, Literary-Visual was eliminated because it was
not polar. The item Interesting-Boring was reversed
in the analysis and in the tabled information in Apu
pondix E, to mako it road the same direction as the
other scale items.

1) Intorosting-Boring
2) Crudo-Sophisticated
3) Litorary-Visual
4) Color
5) Pictorial Space
6) Line
7) Tonalities
8) Understanding of Pogo
9) Projected Art AbiUty

46
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Appendix C

Following arc definitions of torms used in

the study.

Literary- Visual
bofors to subjoct-mattor derivation. A

litorary derivation refers to conception of

content basod on hearing the stimulus. A vis-

ual derivation refers to content omorging

from the materials omployod, and less direct-

ly related to the stimulus. Not the same as

naturalistic-abstract,

Color
"'Number and used of cblor, resulting in

overall color handling with respect to draw-

ing, rather than the stimulus.

Lino
Numbor and uses of differin lines. The

oxprossivo rather than dolineatir-, use of

lino,

Tonalities
The ability to dovolop tho illusion of

throe-dimcn.sions within a drawing, through
shading and tinting,

alupsalliFILEasa
ho ability to tako an idea, and deal

with it in torms of an 18"x24" page, Tho
phonomonon of scalov and proportion.
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apendix D

Explanations and sample items of Creativity
and Personality tests used in the study are present-
ed below.

1. Simile Interpretations. Give differant*explan-
atory statements-about the same simile, e.g.,
A woman's beauty is like the autumne. .........

2. Scored for DMZ-"divergent production of semantic
systems" (expressinal fluency); the ability to
organize elementary idtas into complex ideas.

2. Alternate Uses. Given the name of a common ob-
ject, e.g., a newspaper, and its common upp, list
a variety of uncommon used. Each uncommon use is
almost always in a different class of uses.

Scored for DMC-"divergent production of semant-
ic classes" (spontaneous flexibility); the abil-
ity to produce a variety of class ideas approp-
riate to a given idea.

3. Production of Figural Effects. Givenaa simple
ine, such as a -shaped figures build other

lines around it, adding details to make a more
complex figure.

Scored for .t;-"divelivitproductial of figural
implicationsfiguraI elaboration): the ability
to elaborate upon given figural information.

4. Gestalt Transformation. Select one of five alter-
natiVe Aocts,77173Fts of objects, to be used
to serve a stated purpose. A sample item reads:

TO LIGHT A FIRE
I. cabbage
2. fish
3. pocket watch
4. string
5. pipe stem

Answer: Pockot Watch(use cover as condensing lens).
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Scored for NMT-"semantic redefinition": the
ability to produce a chango of emphasis on,
or interpretation of, ideas so that the chang0
od ideas are related in a new way, to moot a
specific criterion.

5. Interest Inventor kPersonalit*Bureau of Educ-
E u tate ivorsit 1966.arr

Based an previous research with adults and
children, involving the factor analysis of
interitem correlations for several largo
groups, 56 items are grouped into 7 scales
of 8 items each. Response to each item is
"Agree" or "Disagree". Those responses were
not factor-analyzed; scores in this study are
based on number of responses agrocing with
the key, which consists of responses most
logical in terms of previous results.

Names of the 7 scales and sample items follow.

Lt2122PIInJiLmatal_211121m.
you a problem,

your thoughts stand to go off in all dir-
ections. (agree)

-----Usua y you don t lose s ght of the goal
you are working toward while solving a
problem. (Agree)

Talps22itIttieglz
or mos questions there is just one

right answer once you are able to get
all the facts (Disagreo).

Interest 142411inll
You

Logical
or orrors of reasoning

in an argument. (Agree)

Interest irl_lglpctlyplhink
you iike-1-5-1IVITTE-tho present, leaving
the past and the future out of your thoug-
hts. (Disagree)
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Self -- -Jnf idence
ere are some things that you can do

better than most of your friends. (Agree)

Anxiety
When the teacher says that she is going
to find out how much you have learned,
you got a funny feeling in your stomach.
(Agree)
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Appendix E

fable 1

Completv Pearson Product- Moment Coefficiertts Between
2xperimentaL measures or beir-fisedicIion and tvaiva-

r er °mance.

. So lf-Predicted
Art Performance

Predicted Art
Performance of
Poem
Solf-Evaluated
Art Performance

Evaluated Art
erformance of .0031.046 .02 4.119 .0611.032Mara.

*Significant at 5% Level-Of-Confidence



Table 2

Caloislete Pearson Product-Momont Coefficients
Between Measures of rsersonalitz a=rTati-1175=Treasutudent Art oviform-.et: Emcee

I
1

1

I

1

!

ti
II

a-1
ctS

q-1

44 00 4.) 0 0
rug 0 cs 00 erf Sri

PI Ca
pi

P

Anxiety

Self-Oonfidence

Interest in
Reflective
Thinking
Intros
Divergent
Thinking
Interest in
Convergent
Thinking

Tolerance of
Ambiguity

* Significant at 5% Level -of- Confidence
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Simile Inter-
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Alternate
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Uses 2 .01 .05i 710 .146( .07 .001 ..10
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Production of
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Figural Effects
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*Significant at 5% Level -of- Confidence
'Various cbefficionts wore recomputed using tho co-
erricient, reader shouid rerer to text.

2Conclusione woro based on total scores, part scores
were included ror interest.
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Complew Pearson-Product-Moment Coefficients Be-
tween Measures of 15ersonality a,a.nd Experimental

Measures of Student Arr"Judgment.
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Table 5

Com 16te Pearson Product-Moment Coefficients
etween easures of ilfroirTirdEeritnental

measurgr5rgrudezisigment.

Gestalt

0 0

Transformations

Gestalt
Transformations 2

Gestalt
Transformations
Mta.16.
Simile
Interpretations 1

Simile
Interpretations 2

;236 :156 .058

"40111111011111110111111111111011V

Simile
Interpretations
oal-

.Alternate
Uses 3.

A tomato
Uses 2

Alternate
Uses 3

.027 7237

.089 .260

.064

104

Alternate
Uses Total

Product on o
Figural Effects 1

Production of
Figural Effects 2

.033

roductiOn, of
Figural Effects ;028

nifaIrm Li$ Level-or-uonrinence
cant at '..,Level-ef@Canfidence
cant at

Various coefficients were recomputed using the Phi
,,coorricient, reader snouid roror uo text.
eConclusione were based on total scorest part scores
wore Included ror interest.
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Table 6
Complete Pearson Product-Moment Coefficients

eon eisimentaiTh eseasur orbiscrepancy
mentailWres of Student Art Judgment.
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Table 7

Com lete Pearson Product-Moment Coefficients Be-
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Com late Pearson Product-Moment Coefficientseastirarare :.T.c .
easures of Ill ed studeiitr sr ormanco.
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Table

com late Pearsonism Procbromont coefficients Be-
tween easures of mat v t an or mentar.
-----"Reasures o SerCELlia.
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Interpretations 1 .071 .04 7015 .054

Simile...........
Interpretations 2 :048 ;087 .039 134

lSimile
Interpretations
Total

.011 :027 .014 .114

Alternate
Uses 1 7036 .085 :071 .156

Alternate
Uses 2 448 .036 .037 .034

Alternate
Uses 3 .057 .044 :086 70001

Alternate
Uses Total .066 .065-,049 .072

Production of
Figural Effects 1 .068 :002 .063 024

Production of
Figural Effects 2 .002 .010 :060 045

Production of
Figural Effects Total .045 .002 .015 003
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Table 10

Intra-Correlation of Se crate Measures of
r 'er. ormance.
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Boring-
Interestin

ditude-
SOphisticatod

11111.768 11111

.185

.662 .719'.688 .703 .733

.740 .769 .728 .796 .803 ..807

Literary-
Visual .1409 .240 .210 .379 .168 .248

Color

1111111111111111111,785 458 .843 .749 .743

Pictorial
space x.751 .827 .947 .816

Tonalities
,

.717 .774 742

Understanding
of Page

1111111111111111
.831 .793

Projected
krt Ability 1MM

1 As the data indicate, intra-relatiaaships
are extremely high except with the item
Literary-Visual which Isms considered in-
appropriate. Refer to text for discussion.
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Appsmdix H

Following are four random examples of Student
Art Performance with corresponding "Mean" ratings
of the judges. They were selected to show perform-
ances rated high interesting, average interesting,
and low interesting, in comparison with "Mcan" rat-
ings on the descriptive criteria. See Appendix B,
for the items used to evaluate Student Art Perform-
ance.

HIGH EiTERESTIffG
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HIGH INTERESTING

AVERAGE INTERESTING
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LOW DITERESTING

Data shown on the four photographs was not clear
and is summarized below.

=m-
Gestalt Measure of Interestin

Total of Descriptive Meas-
ures Excluding Literary-
Visual

LSO

.3.25

Projected Ari't Ability
4 ittreis
no
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